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Objective:  

To learn about some of the
careers available in the min-
ing industry.

Vocabulary:   

career, field, diverse

Materials: 

• Modernized Miner song

• One copy of Careers in
Mining worksheet for each
student

Check for
Understanding:

Evaluate the paragraphs.
Make sure the information
ties the career specifically to
the mining industry.

Introduction:
There is a difference between "getting a job" and “having a
career." A career is a course or direction that someone has
planned for, prepared for, and usually expects to follow per-
manently. Of course, such a plan begins with an interest in
and an investigation of a particular field. Mining, for exam-
ple, is an interesting and very broad field. Mining people
don’t carry picks and axes around or lead mules from dig to
dig anymore. There is a place for anyone; careers in the
mining industry are very diverse and require different levels
of education and experience.

Procedures:
1. Ask the students if they would be interested in a min-

ing career. Tell them that the industry employs thou-
sands of workers directly and through support indus-
tries provides tens of thousands of jobs. With new
technology, the types of jobs available are expanding.

2. Have the students sing the Modernized Miner song.

3. Hand out the Careers in Mining worksheet. Have the
students rank the activities from 1 to 10, with 1 being
what they enjoy doing most.

4. After the students have completed ranking the activi-
ties, have them look at the ones they ranked highest
(1, 2, and 3) and tell them which mining careers might
be suitable to their likes.

ACTIVITY 9

Modernized Miner



Modernized Miner
Those who ranked Collect and Identify
Rocks highly might like being
Geologists.

If they like Making Maps and Drawings,
they could become Industrial Designers.

Solving Puzzles and Problems is an abil-
ity needed by Mining Engineers.

If they’re good at Organizing Group
Activities, they could become good
Plant Managers.

Woods, Plants, and Animals are man-
aged by Environmental Engineers and
Wildlife Managers.

Writing, Talking on the phone are
among the daily activities of Public
Relations and Marketing Professionals.

Students who are good at Computer
Games might enjoy careers in Data
Processing.

Big Trucks and Machinery are operated
by Miners.

Plants need people who are good at
Working With Tools to be Plant
Workers.

Those who have a knack for Selling
Things might enjoy being Sales
Representatives.

5. Post the following listing of types of
workers in the mining industry (over-
head or poster). Have the students
choose one of the careers and research
specific information about the career as
it applies to the mining industry. Have
them write and illustrate a paragraph
about the job. These could be presented
to the class or posted on a bulletin
board.
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Modernized Miner
CAREERS IN THE MINING INDUSTRY

• accountant – one who handles the financial data, keeps track of income and expendi-
tures

• agent – the manager of a mining property

• blaster – those who break down the coal, ore, or rock by boring a hole into it, inserting
an explosive charge, and firing it

• chemist – a person skilled in making chemical examinations or investigations

• computer operators – those who work in programming and automation systems

• driller – operators of a cutting tool which forms circular holes in rock, metal, or wood

• engineer – a person trained in science and mathematics who makes matter and natural
sources of energy useful to man in structures, machines, products; types:  civil, mechani-
cal, chemical, electrical, materials, ceramics

• equipment operator – they work the tools or machinery used in a mining operation

• exploration geologist – a geologist who is knowledgeable in skills and techniques in
locating minerals

• geologist – one who studies the materials, structure, and history of the earth

• metallurgist – those who invent processes to separate minerals from the ore

• mine safety engineer – one who determines the safety condition of equipment, working
areas, and possible hazards

• process control technicians – specialists who monitor the mining operation and make
any adjustments needed

• prospector – a person engaged in exploring for, or testing discoveries of valuable minerals

• public relations officer – one who works for good will and understanding in the commu-
nity toward the firm or mine

• reclamation specialist – expert who devises a plan to return the mined land to its original
or a productive, alternate condition

• surveyor – one trained to determine area topography of geographic location by taking
linear and angular measurements

• systems analyst – a person who studies the efficiency of operations and procedures

• truck driver – machine operator involved in transporting the mined material

• wildlife expert – one who works to maintain habitat of native species
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Modernized Miner
Careers in Mining worksheet

You might not know what career you want, but you know what you like to do. In mining,
there are many different careers, just as there are in other industries. You have many choices
for your future career, so try to find something to do that you enjoy.  

Rank the following activities from 1 to 10, 
with 1 being what you enjoy most.

Collecting and Identifying Rocks _____

Making Maps and Drawings _____

Solving Puzzles and Problems _____

Organizing Group Activities _____

Woods, Plants and Animals _____

Writing, Talking on the Phone _____

Computer Games _____

Big Trucks and Machinery _____

Working with Tools_____

Selling Things _____
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